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Series Blurb: Briar’s Point is a whimsical little town with its fair share of colorful characters,
crime, and a Cupid suffering from the denim blues...
See if you can find denim blue in each story!
[44 words]

RETIRED AND ON THE ROCKS
Author: Karen Wiesner

Genre Subcategory: Christian Romantic Mystery (private detective)
Book # in series: 1
Back Cover Blurb:
A missing engagement ring leads to murder…
It's been a month since Denim McHart hung up his private investigating career after he
ended up with a bullet in his leg. The injury has forced Den to re-evaluate future goals in his
career, his love-life and his spiritual life. To keep himself busy in early retirement, he's been
attempting to restore an antique table and he's officially bored. He can't seem to keep his
mind off his investigative partner, the lovely and complicated Sylvia Price whom he's had
an on-again, off-again romantic relationship with in the past. When Sylvia calls him out of
the blue, he doesn't waste time getting down to their office.
In this past month, Sylvia has been dealing with her own feelings for Den, her
overwhelming guilt for the pivotal event that happened years ago and caused her mother to
be mentally unstable, coinciding with her inability to forgive herself the way she knows the
Lord has forgiven her.
Before the sparks can fly between Den and Sylvia in the direction he has his heart set, she
says they've got company. Jilted bride Naomi Deva tells him that her groom--Mayor
Thomas Julian--dumped her at the altar. Reluctantly, she admits he'd caught her in a
compromising position with the best man only minutes before the ceremony. Naomi also
reveals the reason why she's sought them: The local police department hasn't been able to
turn up the 6.1 carat diamond engagement ring Thomas gave her...and the groom wants it
back. Immediately.
[254 words]

A missing engagement ring leads to murder… Denim McHart’s private investigating career
ended with a bullet in the leg yet he can't keep his mind off his investigative partner, Sylvia
Price. Before the sparks can fly between them, jilted bride Naomi Deva hires them. Her
groom—Mayor Julian—dumped her at the altar and the local police department hasn't
been able to turn up the 6.1 carat diamond engagement ring. Julian wants it back.
Immediately.
[75 words]

LOVE IS BLIND…AND IT DON'T PAY THE BILLS EITHER
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Christian Romantic Mystery (police procedural)
Book # in series: 2

Back Cover Blurb:
Working with local private investigators Den McHart and Sylvia Price, Briar's Point Police
Department Detective Orlando Bateman solves a missing person case. Keeya Nilsen,
visually impaired from the plane crash that took her parents' lives, comes to him and has a
justifiably bad attitude about love, since all the men she's ever loved have cheated on her
and robbed her...including the last one, who absconded with her most prized possession—
her grandfather's unpublished Blues compositions—when he flew the coop. As together
they search for her last boyfriend and her missing legacy, Orlando reminds Keeya of the
faith she’d had before the plane crash that changed her life and makes her see love as God
intends.
[116 words]

Keeya Nilsen, visually impaired from the plane crash that took her parents' lives, comes to
Detective Orlando Bateman and has a justifiably bad attitude about love. All the men she's
ever loved have cheated on her and robbed her...including the last one, who absconded
with her grandfather's unpublished Blues compositions.
[50 words]

SOULS ON {B}ORING STREET
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Christian Romantic Mystery (amateur sleuth)
Book # in series: 3
Back Cover Blurb:
Erin Shanley, a hospice nurse, turns amateur sleuth when she realizes that some of her
patients are being swindled out of their life savings by the new “psychic” fortunetellers in
Briar’s Point. She confides in her neighbor, Detective Tyler Shaw, whom she grew up
alongside and considers her best friend.
Tough guy Ty has been in love with Erin since their disastrous first attempt at a romantic
relationship when they were teenagers. Erin has been skittish about love since she
discovered her father was cheating on her mother—and Ty is so much like her father. How
can she risk loving a reckless, restless adventurer when her mother’s loyalty to a man like
that brought her so much pain? But when Erin’s bumbling sleuthing attempts arouse
someone’s wrath, she realizes her heart isn’t the only thing in danger.
[138 words]

Erin Shanley, a hospice nurse, turns amateur sleuth when she realizes that some of her
patients are being swindled out of their life savings by the fortunetellers new to Briar’s
Point. She confides in her neighbor, Tyler, whom she’s reluctantly shared something more
with. But when Erin’s bumbling sleuthing attempts arouse someone’s wrath, she realizes
her heart isn’t the only thing in danger.
[63 words]

Series: Falcon's Bend
http://www.angelfire.com/stars4/kswiesner/mystery.html
Series Blurb: Falcon's Bend is a small, sleepy town in Wisconsin that owns more taverns than
churches, but fills both on the appropriate days. Teenagers talk of escape from the one-horse
town because nothing ever seems to happen. But, even here in the Heartland, police
investigators Pete Shasta, Danny Vincent and Amber Carfi fight a never-ending battle to keep
their beloved families and hometown safe and sound.
[62 words]

DEGREES OF SEPARATION
Author: Karen Wiesner and Chris Spindler
Genre Subcategory: Mystery/Police Procedural
Book # in series: 1
Back Cover Blurb:
Who is killing the midnight ladies?
Falcon’s Bend is a small, sleepy town in Wisconsin that owns more taverns than churches,
but fills both on the appropriate days. Teenagers talk of escape from a one-horse town like
Falcon’s Bend because nothing ever seems to happen...until one fateful night when a dancer
from the town’s scandalous strip joint is found strangled. It soon becomes clear to
Investigators Pete Shasta and Danny Vincent that the close-knit “family” at the nightclub is
a bizarre breeding-ground for unbalanced feelings and obsessions. Pete and Danny race to
peel away layers of bitterness before another girl falls victim to the dance of death.
[107 words]

Who is killing the midnight ladies? One fateful night a dancer from the town's scandalous
strip joint is found strangled. It soon becomes clear to Investigators Pete Shasta and Danny
Vincent that the close-knit "family" at the nightclub is a bizarre breeding-ground for
unbalanced feelings and obsessions. Pete and Danny race to peel away layers of bitterness

before another girl falls victim to the dance of death.
[67 words]

TEARS ON STONE
Author: Karen Wiesner and Chris Spindler
Genre Subcategory: Mystery/Police Procedural
Book # in series: 2
Back Cover Blurb:
Is murder ever justifiable?
Falcon's Bend Police Department Investigator Pete Shasta's brother Jordan is recently
divorced and intent on putting his life back together for himself and his daughter. Jordan
discovers that people have moved into the house next door to him and one of them is
MaryEmma Gold, who'd lived in the house he now owns when he was a boy. Jordan soon
finds that his shy "Marigold" has become an even more withdrawn woman. MaryEmma's
sister Shelley sleeps all day and parties all night. Seeing bruises all over MaryEmma's arms,
Jordan asks his brother to check into her past. Pete and his partner Danny Vincent discover
that Shelley's husband died in a fire only a week before they came to Falcon's Bend. The
women left their jobs and lives behind abruptly.
Meanwhile, Shelley's new boyfriend is found near the dam, bludgeoned to death. As they
uncover murder in the form of a conspiracy, Pete and Danny can't help noticing that Shelley
Wilson leaves a trail of dead men behind her wherever she goes...and Jordan may be next.
[179 words]

Is murder ever justifiable? Pete Shasta's brother Jordan's new neighbor is actually an old
one from their childhood. Seeing bruises on MaryEmma, Jordan asks his brother to check
into her past. Shelley's husband died in a fire only a week before they came to Falcon's
Bend. Meanwhile, Shelley's new boyfriend is found bludgeoned to death, and the
investigators can't help noticing she leaves a trail of dead men behind her...and Jordan may
be next.
[74 words]

FALCON'S BEND CASE FILES, Volume I: The Early Cases

Author: Karen Wiesner and Chris Spindler
Genre Subcategory: Mystery/Police Procedural
Book # in series: Novella Collection
Back Cover Blurb:
The first collection of Falcon’s Bend Detectives Pete Shasta and Danny Vincent's early
cases.
"Bugs": A partially digested body is found in the oxidation ditch at the Falcon's Bend
Wastewater Treatment Plant. Was it an accident...or is new Falcon's Bend Investigator Pete
Shasta facing his first murder?
"Broken Wings": Just 2 months ago, a runaway daughter Keith Pierce never knew he had
landed on his doorstep. Seventeen years earlier, Keith Pierce had a brief, intense affair
with a woman on the lam. When Keith returns to Kat's hometown of Falcon's Bend to find
his daughter's mother, he discovers that Kat disappeared shortly after giving birth to
Quinn. Investigator Pete Shasta solves a decade and a half old missing-person case that's
about to turn into murder.
"Obsessions": A newborn baby is stolen from Falcon’s Bend Community Hospital's
maternity ward...and Lt. Pete Shasta’s only lead is to the Liace Adoption Agency, which set
up the open adoption of the unmarried mother’s baby. Case Representative Lisa Mercer is
as suspicious and defensive as she is beautiful. Pete finds himself breaking the cardinal
rule of investigation—never get emotionally involved with anyone even remotely
associated with a case. With a kidnapper who seems to believe there’s nothing left to lose
and potentially everything to gain, and his own uncontrollable feelings for Lisa, Pete’s
about to learn just how dangerous obsessions can be.
"Blind Revenge": For the first 3 years of her life, Lindsay Bronwyn had nightmares about a
witch who wanted her eyes. Nineteen years later, those nightmares have come true when
she's found murdered on her kitchen floor, her eye sockets empty. Falcon's Bend
Investigator Danny Vincent faces the supernatural to get at a chilling flesh and blood truth.
"Fixated": Someone has been following new Falcon's Bend citizen Risa Nitzberg for the
past few weeks. Victor Brooks, her neighbor from across the street who's become fixated
with Risa from afar, steps in when Risa's creepy stalker decides to get up close and
personal.
[330 words]

Falcon's Bend is a small, sleepy town in Wisconsin that owns more taverns than churches,
but fills both on the appropriate days. Teenagers talk of escape from the one-horse town
because nothing ever seems to happen. But, even here in the Heartland, police investigators
Pete Shasta, Danny Vincent and Amber Carfi fight a never-ending battle to keep their
beloved families and hometown safe and sound. The first collection of their early cases.

[72 words]

Bugs and Fixated from FALCON’S BEND CASE FILES, Volume I (The Early Cases)
Bugs: A partially digested body is found in the oxidation ditch at the Falcon's Bend
Wastewater Treatment Plant. Was it an accident...or is Pete facing his first murder?
Fixated: Someone has been following new Falcon's Bend citizen Risa Nitzberg for the past
few weeks. Victor Brooks, her neighbor from across the street who's become fixated with
Risa from afar, steps in when Risa's creepy stalker decides to get up close and personal.
[72 words]
Broken Wings from FALCON’S BEND CASE FILES, Volume I (The Early Cases)
Just two months ago, a runaway daughter Keith Pierce never knew he had landed on his
doorstep. Seventeen years earlier, Keith had a brief, intense affair with a woman on the
lam. When he returns to Kat's hometown of Falcon's Bend to find his daughter's mother, he
discovers that Kat disappeared shortly after giving birth to Quinn. Investigator Pete Shasta
solves a decade and a half old missing-person case that's about to turn into murder.
[75 words]
Obsessions from FALCON’S BEND CASE FILES, Volume I (The Early Cases)
A newborn baby is stolen from Falcon’s Bend Community Hospital's maternity ward...and
Pete’s only lead is to the Liace Adoption Agency which set up the open adoption. Case
Representative Lisa Mercer is as suspicious and defensive as she is beautiful. With a
kidnapper who seems to believe there’s nothing left to lose and potentially everything to
gain, and his own uncontrollable feelings for Lisa, Pete’s about to learn just how dangerous
obsessions can be.
[74 words]
Blind Revenge from FALCON’S BEND CASE FILES, Volume I (The Early Cases)
For the first three years of her life, Lindsay Bronwyn had nightmares about a witch who
wanted her eyes. Nineteen years later, those nightmares have come true when she's found
murdered on her kitchen floor, her eye sockets empty. Falcon's Bend Investigator Danny
Vincent faces the supernatural to get at a chilling flesh and blood truth.
[56 words]

THE FIFTEENTH LETTER
Author: Karen Wiesner and Chris Spindler
Genre Subcategory: Mystery/Police Procedural
Book # in series: 3
Back Cover Blurb:
Sins of the father...
For the past fifteen years, on the anniversary of his arrest for armed robbery, Zeke Carfi has
received a threatening letter signed by the wife of his deceased partner in crime.
Zeke's daughter Amber, Falcon's Bend Police Department's newest patrol officer, has spent
fifteen years holding onto a secret that could further condemn the father she'd worshiped
as a child. When Zeke is released on parole, Amber finds herself questioning everything
she's ever believed. Is Zeke the good man she once knew? How could the father who'd
made her the center of his world for the first seven years of her life be a criminal? Is it
possible to turn from a life a crime, or is it true that once a criminal always a criminal?
Their reconciliation is cut short when Amber discovers the fifteenth letter...and the key to a
fifteen-year mystery that could lead to murder.
[152 words]

On the anniversary of his arrest each year, Zeke Carfi receives a threatening letter signed
by the wife of his deceased partner in crime. When Zeke is released on parole, his daughter
Amber finds herself questioning everything. Is Zeke a good man? Is it possible to turn from
a life a crime? Their reconciliation is cut short when Amber discovers the fifteenth
letter...and the key to a fifteen-year mystery that could lead to murder.
[74 words]

ROMANTIC NOTIONS
Author: Karen Wiesner and Chris Spindler
Genre Subcategory: Mystery/Police Procedural
Book # in series: 4
Back Cover Blurb:
Love—and murder—is in the air.
Falcon’s Bend Police Department Patrol Officers Amber Carfi and Warren Jensen are
partners on the job, and lovers off-duty. The relationship is so new and fragile, neither of

them are willing to come out in the open with it. But sometimes love can’t be hidden any
more than secrets can be kept…
The nude body of a young woman is discovered in her bed, shot through the heart. Lying
between her breasts is a single red rose with an exquisite wedding band. Also at the scene
of the crime is a chilling quote: “What is done out of love always takes place beyond good
and evil.” In order to find the killer, Lieutenants Pete Shasta and Danny Vincent decide to
put Amber undercover. Amber’s assignment goes from dull to deadly when she discovers a
murderer harboring romantic notions…
[145 words]

Love—and murder—is in the air. Falcon’s Bend Patrol Officers Amber Carfi and Warren
Jensen are partners on the job and lovers off-duty. In order to find a killer, their superiors
decide to put her undercover. But her assignment goes from dull to deadly when she
discovers a murderer harboring romantic notions…
[53 words]

FALCON'S BEND CASE FILES, Volume II
Author: Karen Wiesner and Chris Spindler
Genre Subcategory: Mystery/Police Procedural
Book # in series: Novella Collection
Back Cover Blurb:
The second collection of Falcon’s Bend Detectives Pete Shasta and Danny Vincent's cases,
with Patrol Officer Amber Carfi.
"Murder on the Heartstrings": Lieutenant Pete Shasta takes his lovely wife Lisa on a
romantic vacation, promising her no mysteries, no crime, and certainly no murder. But, not
long after arriving in the middle of a blizzard that has shut down the entire town below the
luxurious inn, a body is found stuffed into a janitor’s closet. Lisa’s only resort is to join her
husband in sleuthing so she can get back to her Valentine’s Day agenda.
"Flashback": In the midst of planning for the birth of his first child, Lieutenant Danny
Vincent is called away because a person missing for seven months has suddenly, and
suspiciously, dropped back from out of nowhere. Lucinda Staub was thought to be dead.
Now that she’s returned, her husband Ryan wants nothing to do with her—even seems
afraid of her—insisting she’d bested Old Scratch himself down in the swamp. Lucinda
claims to have lost her memory…so how did she know how to get home? And why is she
back now?

"Double Take": Victor Brooks, celebrated artist and owner of The Brooks Gallery in Falcon’s
Bend, contacts local police about a missing painting. The very next day, two more pieces of
art are stolen. Patrol Officers Amber Carfi and Warren Jensen stake out the gallery, hoping
to catch an insatiable thief.
"Retribution": The subdivision FBPD investigators Pete Shasta and Danny Vincent live in
becomes home to a very hot young mama…and their wives Lisa and Melody aren’t too
happy about all the men in the neighborhood moonlighting as Peeping Toms. But it isn’t
until the beautiful young woman disappears, leaving her two young children alone, that
Lisa realizes crime is firmly afoot.
"Up In Smoke": Lieutenant Pete Shasta is struggling to find the perfect Christmas gift for his
perfect wife. His agonizing is interrupted when FBPD Dispatch receives a call from the
neighbor of a local Christmas tree farm—which has just burned to the ground. Owner
Mitchell Ferrara is officially out of business for the holiday season. But was the fire an
accident…or the means to cover up evidence of a crime?
"Ghost of the Past": After an exhausting day, patrol officer Amber Carfi is looking forward to
dinner and going home to the love of her life, Warren Jensen, who’s been acting strange and
secretive lately. When she stops at a local restaurant for take-out, she’s surprised when a
woman at the counter pushes a note written on a napkin over to her. The hastily scrawled
correspondence says that someone has been following her all day and he’s now in the
restaurant.
Sixteen years earlier, Ericka Callister gave birth to a baby she didn’t want. Young and
scared, she wrapped the baby in a pillowcase, then threw him into a dumpster before
fleeing. She’s about to discover the hard way that mistakes have a way of haunting the
guilty no matter how far they run and no matter where they hide.
[509 words]

Falcon's Bend is a small, sleepy town in Wisconsin that owns more taverns than churches,
but fills both on the appropriate days. Teenagers talk of escape from the one-horse town
because nothing ever seems to happen. But, even here in the Heartland, police investigators
Pete Shasta, Danny Vincent and Amber Carfi fight a never-ending battle to keep their
beloved families and hometown safe and sound. The second collection of their cases.
[71 words]
Murder on the Heartstrings from FALCON’S BEND CASE FILES, Volume II
Pete Shasta takes his lovely wife Lisa on a romantic vacation, promising her no mysteries,
no crime, and certainly no murder. Just his luck, a body is found stuffed into a janitor's
closet at the inn.
[36 words]

Flashback from FALCON’S BEND CASE FILES, Volume II
In the midst of planning for the birth of his first child, Danny is called away because a
person missing for seven months has suddenly, and suspiciously, dropped back from out of
nowhere.
[33 words]
Double Take from FALCON’S BEND CASE FILES, Volume II
Victor Brooks, celebrated artist and owner of The Brooks Gallery in Falcon's Bend, contacts
local police about a missing painting. The very next day, two more pieces of art are stolen.
Patrol Officers Amber Carfi and Warren Jensen stake out the gallery, hoping to catch an
insatiable thief.
[48 words]
Retribution and Up In Smoke from FALCON’S BEND CASE FILES, Volume II
Retribution: The subdivision Pete and Danny live in becomes home to a hot young mama. It
isn't until the beauty disappears, leaving her two young children alone, that they realize
crime is firmly afoot.
Up In Smoke: A local Christmas tree farm burns to the ground. Owner Mitchell Ferrara is
officially out of business for the holiday season. But was the fire an accident...or the means
to cover up evidence of a crime?
[73 words]
Ghost of the Past from FALCON’S BEND CASE FILES, Volume II
Amber Carfi stops for take-out, and a woman at the counter pushes a note written over to
her saying someone has been following her all day and he’s now in the restaurant. 16 years
earlier, Ericka gave birth to a baby she didn't want and she threw him in a dumpster. She's
about to discover the hard way that mistakes have a way of haunting the guilty no matter
how far they run…
[73 words]

AS PATIENT AS DEATH
Author: Karen Wiesner and Chris Spindler
Genre Subcategory: Mystery/Police Procedural

Book # in series: 5
Back Cover Blurb:
Until death do us part…
Lisa and Falcon’s Bend Police Department Detective Pete Shasta are enjoying roles as
Mommy and Daddy to their adopted baby boy. Despite the radical adjustment, they’ve
never been happier or more fulfilled as individuals and as a couple. Seeing the contrast of
her own marriage and that of her neighbor’s, Lisa can’t help sticking her nose in where it
doesn’t belong—and not for the first time…
Sweet, ever-hopeful Eva has suffered the ravages of cancer for most of her life. Just after
she was diagnosed with recurrent cancer, she met Jerome Boca and he’d swept her off her
feet in a whirlwind romance with a fairytale wedding to follow. A little more than a year
ago, the newlyweds moved into the subdivision Lisa and Pete reside in Falcon’s Bend. Eva
believes in being a submissive wife to her husband and Jerome is Mr. Charming—to the
point that Lisa doesn’t trust him one little bit, especially when Eva opens up to her and
admits he’s not everything they’ve both portrayed him to be. Lisa knows there’s something
criminal going on, but Pete refuses to get involved in private domestic matters. In her own
sleuthing, Lisa discovers that, not only has Jerome taken out an immense life insurance
policy on his dying wife, but he’s been married twice before…in both cases, to terminally ill
women. But that’s only the beginning of Lisa’s fears. Unexpectedly, Eva gets the good news
that she’s in remission. Will a man who’s been as patient as death with his wife’s suffering
become a killer when the goal he’d been waiting to be realized is thwarted?
[275 words]

Back Cover Blurb:
Falcon’s Bend Detective Pete Shasta and his wife Lisa are enjoying life with their adopted
son. Lisa can’t help seeing the contrast of her own marriage and that of her neighbor’s. Eva
Boca has suffered the ravages of cancer for most of her life. While she was sick, she met
Jerome and he’d swept her off her feet. Lisa knows there’s something criminal going on. She
starts sleuthing and discovers that, not only has Jerome taken out an immense life
insurance policy on Eva, but he’s been married twice before…to terminally ill women. But
that’s only the beginning. Unexpectedly, Eva is in remission. Will a man who’s been as
patient as death become a killer when the goal he’d been waiting to be realized is
thwarted?
[126 words]
AS PATIENT AS DEATH, Book 5

Pete and Lisa's neighbor Eva has suffered from cancer most of her life. She met Jerome and
he swept her off her feet. Lisa discovers that, not only has Jerome taken out an immense life

insurance policy on her, but he’s been married twice before…to terminally ill women.
Unexpectedly, Eva's in remission. Will a man who’s been as patient as death become a killer
when the goal he’d been waiting to be realized is thwarted?
[75 words]

PRETTY FLY
Author: Karen Wiesner and Chris Spindler
Genre Subcategory: Mystery/Police Procedural
Book # in series: 6
Back Cover Blurb:
Will you walk in, pretty fly…and will you walk out once you’re trapped inside the spider’s lair?
Shayna Vincent returns home to Falcon’s Bend after her romance turns disastrous. When
she and Gage Keveris became a creative design team at the prestigious Bethany Advertising
Agency, she’d had no idea he was married to a career-ambitious woman who traveled more
often than she came home. Over the last year and half, Shayna found herself falling in love
with her partner and friend without a clue what he was hiding. Now that she knows the
truth, she can’t bear the pain of being near him when they can’t be together.
While staying with her little brother Danny, a Falcon’s Bend Police Department detective,
she meets up with an old crush from high school. Shawn Futrell has been widowed twice,
his third wife is missing, and he’s the father of a sixteen-year-old from his first marriage.
When Danny finds out his vulnerable sibling has been in contact with Futrell, he tries to put
a stop to it by telling her that Shawn’s wives’ deaths were more than a little suspicious—
regardless of whether or not the police have been able to find any evidence to pin on him.
But bad boy Shawn is still movie-star gorgeous, and Shayna can’t stop recalling how
besotted she was with him as an impressionable teenage girl—one Shawn never took
seriously back then but seems intent on making up for lost time now. What pretty fly could
resist the invitation of such a seductive spider?
[258 words]

Will you walk in, pretty fly…and will you walk out once you’re trapped inside the spider’s lair?
Shayna Vincent returns home to Falcon’s Bend after her romance turns disastrous. While
staying with her little brother Danny, a police detective, she meets up with Shawn Futrell,
an old crush who’s been widowed twice, his third wife is missing, and he’s the father of a
sixteen-year-old from his first marriage. When Danny finds out she’s been in contact with
Futrell, he tells her the deaths of Shawn’s wives were more than a little suspicious. But

Shayna can’t stop recalling how besotted she was with Shawn as an impressionable teenage
girl—one Shawn never took seriously back then but seems intent on making up for lost
time now. What pretty fly could resist the invitation of such a seductive spider?
[137 words]

Shayna moves home to Falcon’s Bend after her romance turns disastrous. While staying
with her brother Danny, she meets up with Sean, an old crush who’s recently widowed and
the father of a 17-year-old. When Danny finds out she’s seeing Futrell, he tells her the
deaths of Sean’s wives were more than a little suspicious. But rebellious Sean is exactly
what Shayna needs. What pretty fly could resist the invitation of such a seductive spider?
[75 words]

FALCON'S BEND CASE FILES, Volume III
Author: Karen Wiesner and Chris Spindler
Genre Subcategory: Mystery/Police Procedural
Book # in series: Novella Collection
Back Cover Blurb:
The third collection of Falcon’s Bend Detectives Pete Shasta and Danny Vincent's cases,
with Patrol Officer Amber Carfi.
"First Sight":
Patrol Officer Amber Carfi and her partner on and off the Falcon’s Bend Police Department,
Warren Jensen, are facing some major life changes. They eloped a month ago, and Amber's
not keen on telling her father why she'd deprived him of being present for the event-namely that she was tired of the heated “nuptials” competition with her father’s bride-to-be
Cora. Additionally, following an on-the-job injury that’s left him unable to do his work
properly, Warren is retiring early from the force. On this, his last day on the job, Amber and
Warren are called to the Falcon's Bend High School. Sloane Oligney and high school math
teacher Chad Martin are two of the unfortunate hostages of a troubled, violently dangerous
student "JZ" who blames Sloane for his girlfriend Laura breaking up with him.
Sloane's daughter Laura is the picture of popularity--good grades and a cheerleader. She'd
been tutoring JZ this school year and flirting with him, not realizing how much he's fallen in
love with her until it's too late. Laura uses her mother as a convenient excuse to end any
potential romance when JZ tells her how he feels. But a furiously angry JZ won't let it end at
that, not when he discovers that Mr. Martin has asked Sloane to speak at their Careers class.

Sloane has been blind since birth but she hasn't let her disability slow her down. She's an
inspiration to those around her. Still, the one mistake she believes she'd made was falling in
love with the wrong person. While Laura came out of that ill-advised union and her
daughter has been the best kind of blessing, she doesn't believe in "love at first sight"-certainly not the ungrounded type JZ is convinced he holds for her daughter. Nevertheless,
when Sloane hears Chad’s voice as he talks her down and helps her through their
precarious situation, she wonders if “love at first sound” is possible…and whether they’ll
make it out alive to find out for sure.
"Identity":
With his own adopted young son to guide him, Falcon's Bend Police Department
Investigator Pete Shasta has been working on a relationship with both of his parents after
their traumatizing divorce during his childhood. They’re closer than ever before when his
father is diagnosed with end-stage cancer. Pete and his brother Jordan know for sure that
their younger sister Crystal, whom they’d all lost touch with years ago, should be here with
them. When Pete’s own investigation into her whereabouts comes up empty, they hire a
private detective to find her. Unfortunately, by the time she’s located, it’s too late. Their
father is gone, leaving an immense inheritance for all of them to share. But their sister is no
longer the girl any of them remember, proving the hard lessons Pete’s been learning of late:
that a person’s identity changes as they get older and priorities shift for better or worse.
But is his sister’s homecoming too little, too late…in more ways than one?
"Cupid's Romance":
Falcon's Bend Police Department Investigator Danny Vincent is always wary when his
partner Pete leaves town for any reason. In the past, he’s gotten some of the strangest cases
when he’s on his own, and, after Pete and Lisa take leave to receive the newborn baby
they're adopting, Danny and his temporary partner, Patrol Officer Amber Carfi get a doozy.
Dispatch takes a call from a separated-and-on-the-verge-of-divorce newlywed, complaining
of a stalker, and Danny's bad premonition gets worse. Rye Iverson doesn't know the person
following him, watching his house, sending him strange little notes signed “Cupid” that
insist in no uncertain terms that the Iversons continue the happily-ever-after brought
about by the winged messenger of love with its Golden Arrow. Does Rye Iverson know
much more than he's divulging?
"Out of Mind":
Out of sight is not out of mind for Falcon’s Bend Patrol Officer Amber Carfi, who’s long-time
partner and new husband has retired and she’d not sure what to make of his replacement,
Fergie Giles. She knows the chief was pressured into hiring a woman, and she can’t see any
other reason why the defensive, closed-book Fergie would have been hired…until they get a
case of a woman who insists she's being pursued by her childhood kidnapper. Hailing from
Minnesota, Molly Keane is found hiding on a farm in rural Falcon's Bend and is admitted to
the hospital. Though the woman insists she's running from the same kidnapper who tried
to take her as a child and her journal gives a vague description of the person in question,

Amber and Fergie can’t find hide nor hair of the perpetrator. The woman's father tells them
this event is fabricated in Molly's very confused head. Since she was five years old and fell
down a steep case of stairs, hitting her head and causing a violent concussion, she's
suffered from anterograde amnesia and her brain can't form any new memories for longer
than 24 hours. The only thing she seems to remember is a kidnapping that never took
place. Just as abruptly as she'd been discovered hiding, Molly disappears again. Amber and
her new partner, who suddenly has a lot to say, begin to piece together the fifteen-year-old
tragedy of a child who may never escape her trauma.
"Lonely Hearts":
Lisa, wife of FBPD investigator Pete Shasta, is trying her hardest to avoid mystery in her
very full, busy life. But when her sister-in-law confides her worries about her sister Shelley
Wilson, who’s had nothing but bad luck with men and has all but abandoned her daughter,
Lisa also becomes worried and then downright concerned about Shelley's involvement in a
“lonely hearts” support group, where she falls in love with a man accused of fraud and
murder. Is Shelley again a victim or an accessory to organized crime?
"Assassin":
FBPD investigators Pete Shasta and Danny Vincent have prayed mightily to have seen the
last of FBI Special Agent in Charge Robert Lock. But when he shows up in Falcon’s Bend at
Christmas-time, they find themselves involved whether they like it or not. A pseudo
Christian doomsday cult believes that the World Wide Web is evil. They’ve set up multiple
cells around the world focused on bringing down the internet beast. According to Robert,
their ringleader is the most unlikely terrorist in the world—a mouse of a man who actually
runs his own successful internet business in Falcon’s Bend. Robert is determined to destroy
the cult from the inside out…to protect his wife Azure, the daughter of the FBI’s Associate
Deputy Director, who's not only involved in the cult but has been sent to prove her loyalty
to them by killing him…
[1133 words]

Falcon's Bend is a small, sleepy town in Wisconsin that owns more taverns than churches,
but fills both on the appropriate days. Teenagers talk of escape from the one-horse town
because nothing ever seems to happen. But, even here in the Heartland, police investigators
Pete Shasta, Danny Vincent and Amber Carfi fight a never-ending battle to keep their
beloved families and hometown safe and sound. The third collection of their cases.
[71 words]
First Sight from FALCON’S BEND CASE FILES, Volume III
On his last day on the job, Warren and Amber are called to the Falcon's Bend High School.
Sloane Oligney and math teacher Chad Martin are the unfortunate hostages of a troubled
student who blames Sloane for her daughter breaking up with him.

[43 words]
Identity from FALCON’S BEND CASE FILES, Volume III
When his father is diagnosed with cancer, Pete tries to find his long-lost older sister by he’s
gone by the time she’s located. Is his sister’s homecoming too little, too late…in more ways
than one?
[35 words]
Cupid’s Romance from FALCON’S BEND CASE FILES, Volume III
Danny and Amber get a case from an on-the-verge-of-divorce newlywed complaining of a
stalker. Rye Iverson doesn't know who’s sending him notes signed “Cupid” that insist he
continue the happily-ever-after brought about by the winged messenger of love.
[38 words]
Out of Mind from FALCON’S BEND CASE FILES, Volume III
Amber and her new partner Fergie get a case of a woman on the run who insists she's being
pursued by her childhood kidnapper. When she disappears again, the officers are left to
piece together the tragedy of a child who may never escape her trauma.
[46 words]
Lonely Hearts from FALCON’S BEND CASE FILES, Volume III
Pete’s wife Lisa becomes concerned about her sister-in-law’s sibling Shelley’s involvement
in a “lonely hearts” support group, where she falls for a man accused of fraud and murder.
Is Shelley again a victim or an accessory to organized crime?
[39 words]
Assassin from FALCON’S BEND CASE FILES, Volume III
FBI agent Robert Lock shows up in Falcon’s Bend at Christmas-time. Once his own
undercover assignment, a doomsday cult is focused on bringing down the WWW, Lock’s
current interest is in protecting his wife Azure, the Associate Deputy Director’s daughter,
who's not only involved in the cult but has to prove her loyalty to them by killing him…
[58 words]

Series: Incognito
http://www.angelfire.com/stars4/kswiesner/fiction7.html
http://www.angelfire.com/stars4/kswiesner/fiction7a.html
Series Blurb: Men and women who have sacrificed their personal identities to live in the
shadows and uphold justice for all--no matter the cost.
[23 words]

NO ORDINARY LOVE
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Action-Adventure/Thriller/Romantic Suspense
Book # in series: 1
Back Cover Blurb:
A woman without a past. A man without explanations.
Their love has no beginning. No end...? Kira Gunn, 25-year-old wunderkind, remembers
nothing about her life before 31-year-old Vincent Carson. He’s been her guardian, her
protector, her business partner and her passion for 15 years, yet he remains an enigma
who seems to exist solely to give her everything she wants and needs. Who is he? Where
did he come from? Who is she and where did she come from? The vague nightmares she’s
had as long as she can remember--gunshots, utter terror and the gentle eyes of salvation-and Vincent’s tender resistance to help her discover the answers of her uncertain past are
taking its toll on her body, her heart and her soul. How can she trust a man whose past is as
gray as her own? But how can she leave Vincent, the only home she’s ever known? For he is
her salvation.
The love they share is no ordinary love...
Kira has become the sole reason for Vincent’s existence since the moment her vulnerable,
trusting child eyes met his own. As Kira struggles with unseen demons, Vincent fiercely
guards the truth, even as his own heart takes the wounds of her battle. She wants the one
thing he can never give her. To seek out the truth of her past would be to put both of their
lives in danger...and could mean losing the only thing in the world that matters to Vincent-Kira’s love.
[249 words]

Kira Gunn remembers nothing about her life before Vincent Carson. The vague nightmares
she’s had as long as she can remember--gunshots, utter terror and the gentle eyes of
salvation--and Vincent’s tender resistance to help her discover the answers of her
uncertain past are taking its toll on her body, her heart and her soul. Kira has become the
sole reason for Vincent’s existence since the moment her vulnerable, trusting child eyes

met his own. As Kira struggles with unseen demons, Vincent fiercely guards the truth, even
as his own heart takes the wounds of her battle. She wants the one thing he can never give
her. To seek out the truth of her past would be to put both of their lives in danger...and
could mean losing the only thing in the world that matters to Vincent--Kira’s love.
[141 words]

A woman without a past; a man without explanations. Kira has had nightmares as long as
she can remember, and Vincent’s resistance to help her discover her past is taking its toll.
Kira has become the sole reason for Vincent’s existence since the moment her child eyes
met his. As Kira struggles, Vincent fiercely guards the truth. To seek out the truth of her
past would be to put both their lives in danger...
[74 words]

UNTIL DEATH DO US PART
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Action-Adventure/Thriller/Romantic Suspense
Book # in series: 2
Back Cover Blurb:
Network operatives Kirsten Ulrick and Ash Barnett have sacrificed their personal identities to
live in the shadows and uphold justice for all--no matter the cost.
Captain Shannon McKee has restored order to the Network, a covert government agency.
However, corrupt former Head of Operations, Giles Jameson is MIA, intent on destroying
the reporters who uncovered his corruption. Operatives Kirsten Ulrick and Ash Barnett go
undercover to protect Raven Harris and her husband from their seemingly invisible enemy.
When Raven and Casey Harris lost their child to a supposed accident, they lost their
marriage as well. Raven and Casey live together as guilt-ridden strangers, afraid to love and
trust each other again...and just as afraid to let go of the bond they once shared. When
Raven’s life is threatened because of evidence she and her partner uncovered on a
dangerously corrupt man of power, and old, unhealed wounds are pierced again, Raven and
Casey must renew their vows or let go forever...dead or alive.
Ash and Kirsten accept that they can’t protect the Harris’ without becoming involved in
their lives, but seeing the couples’ pain reflects their own private torment. For them, there
is no life and no love, only duty.
[201 words]

Captain Shannon McKee has restored order to the Network, a covert government agency.
However, corrupt former Head of Operations, Giles Jameson is MIA, intent on destroying
the reporters who uncovered his corruption. Operatives Kirsten Ulrick and Ash Barnett go
undercover to protect Raven Harris and her husband from their seemingly invisible enemy.
When Raven and Casey Harris lost their child to a supposed accident, they lost their
marriage as well. Raven and Casey live together as guilt-ridden strangers, afraid to love and
trust each other again...and just as afraid to let go of the bond they once shared. When
Raven’s life is threatened because of evidence she and her partner uncovered on a
dangerously corrupt man of power, and old, unhealed wounds are pierced again, Raven and
Casey must renew their vows or let go forever...dead or alive.
[138 words]

Order has been restored to the Network after the corrupt former Head of Operations
disappeared, intent on destroying the reporters who uncovered his plot. Operatives Kirsten
Ulrick and Ash Barnett go undercover to protect them from their seemingly invisible
enemy. The operatives accept they can’t protect the Harris’ without becoming involved in
their lives, but seeing the couples’ pain reflects their own private torment. For them, there
is no life and no love, only duty.
[75 words]

BOUNTY ON THE REBEL'S HEART
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Action-Adventure/Thriller/Romantic Suspense
Book # in series: 3
Back Cover Blurb:
Rebel Porter is a man on the edge. His wife was killed to silence evidence he uncovered on a
dangerously corrupt man of power. Now Reb is in hiding, and he’s as afraid to lose someone
else to the bounty on his head as to lose his heart to another woman.
Corrupt head of Network operations, Giles Jameson has gone MIA. As a boy, he’d been
brought in with the choice: join or die. Giles joined, vowing secretly to bring down the
Network. Working with an organized crime ring, Giles had killed a senator. The son of that
senator was Rebel Porter, who grew up to be an investigative reporter who spent his life
searching for Giles and the covert organization he believed he headed. When Reb disclosed
his findings on public radio, Giles covered up the breach and silenced Reb by arranging to
have his wife killed. Now 16 years later, Giles has begun his life-long mission to destroy the
Network for good.

Network operative Natalie Francis goes undercover, posing as Reb’s former lover-investigative journalist Adrienna Kelly--to find Reb and his evidence against Giles Jameson
and the Network. Together they uncover a conspiracy that could upset the wrong people
and silence both of them for good. And, when Natalie realizes she’s fallen for the man she’d
been protecting, she considers the impossible--escaping the Network.
[228 words]
Rebel Porter is a man on the edge. His wife was killed to silence evidence he uncovered on a
dangerously corrupt man of power. Now Reb is in hiding, as afraid to lose someone else to the
bounty on his head as to lose his heart to another woman. Network operative Natalie Francis goes
undercover to protect Reb and his evidence. When Natalie realizes she’s fallen for him, she
considers the impossible: Escaping the Network.
[75 words]

Network operative Natalie Francis goes undercover, posing as Reb’s former lover-investigative journalist Adrienna Kelly--to find Reb and his evidence against Giles Jameson
and the Network. Together they uncover a conspiracy that could upset the wrong people
and silence both of them for good. And, when Natalie realizes she’s fallen for the man she’d
been protecting, she considers the impossible--escaping the Network.
[64 words]

DEAD DROP
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Action-Adventure/Thriller/Romantic Suspense
Book # in series: 4
Back Cover Blurb:
Roan Emory, Network operative, formerly Daniel Sands, was inducted against his will.
Parris “Perry” L’Engle, an FBI agent and the only woman he ever loved, has never been
convinced that the car accident that took Daniel’s life was legitimate. Just before his
disappearance 25 years earlier, Daniel had been approached for recruitment by a covert
agency. Now the scenario that had seemed like the catalyst to tragedy is taking place again.
Outside her son Danny’s office, Perry hears a familiar voice she’d overheard the day before
Daniel disappeared, giving an identical recruiting pitch to her son. Horrified, she vows this
cipher won’t get him...but he can lead her to Daniel. When she finds the man Roan Emory in
Chicago, she has to face the fact that Daniel had willingly given up her, their love, and the
child he’d never known she was carrying.
Roan is a man on the edge with the face of a fallen angel and the heart of a machine.
Denying his emotions is how he’s existed all these years. Better not to feel when he can't

change his circumstances. He’ll never be free of the Network. Even if they willingly let him
go, their enemies will see him as collateral. His presence outside could cripple them. Only
legitimate death can free him. Ironically, though he’s found his heart again with Perry, he
knows the only one who can save their son from the same fate that destroyed their lives is
Roan Emory--the most dangerous man in the world.
[253 words]

Roan Emory, Network operative, formerly Daniel Sands, was inducted against his will.
Parris “Perry” L’Engle, an FBI agent and the only woman he ever loved, has never been
convinced that the car accident that took Daniel’s life was legitimate. Just before his
disappearance 25 years earlier, Daniel had been approached for recruitment by a covert
agency. Now the scenario that had seemed like the catalyst to tragedy is taking place again.
Outside her son Danny’s office, Perry hears a familiar voice she’d overheard the day before
Daniel disappeared, giving an identical recruiting pitch to her son. Horrified, she vows this
cipher won’t get him...but he can lead her to Daniel. Roan will never be free of the Network.
Only legitimate death can free him. Ironically, though he’s found his heart again with Perry,
he knows the only one who can save their son from the same fate that destroyed their lives
is Roan Emory--the most dangerous man in the world.
[161 words]

Perry L’Engle has never been convinced the car accident that took the life of the man she
loved was real. Just before Daniel's disappearance, he was approached by a covert agency.
Now the scenario takes place again with their son. Only legitimate death can free Daniel-Roan Emory--from the agency that recruited him against his will. Ironically, the only person
who can save their son from the same fate is Roan himself.
[73 words]

UNDER THE SPELL
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Action-Adventure/Thriller/Romantic Suspense
Book # in series: 5
Back Cover Blurb:
Alex Lynch has spent a lifetime working hard toward the goal of owning the Triple Aces
Ranch in Fever, TX. His dream has finally come true when Gina Calhoun—a girl he’d loved
all his life, despite her penchant for looking for trouble and his penchant for bailing her
out—drops back into his life, seemingly out of nowhere.

Network Communications and Systems Analyst Justine Fielding, the former Gina Calhoun,
is all grown up, more beautiful than ever...and even more restless.
Little does Alex know that the woman he’s falling under the spell of all over again is there
on a mission to uncover and stop the dangerous men who killed her father—Alex being her
chief suspect. This time, Gina may be the only one who can bail him out of the trouble about
to come down on him.
[140 words]

Alex Lynch has spent a lifetime working toward the goal of owning Triple Aces Ranch. His
dream has finally come true when Gina Calhoun—a girl he’d loved all his life—drops back
into his life. Little does Alex realize that the woman he’s falling under the spell of all over
again is there on a mission to uncover and stop the dangerous men who killed her
father…and Alex is her chief suspect.
[73 words]

RENEGADE'S ROSE
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Action-Adventure/Thriller/Romantic Suspense
Book # in series: 6
Back Cover Blurb:
Network 5th in Command, Hunter Savage is nearly at death's door when he turns renegade
to save his sister, kidnapped by the Black Pope, Rex Kovac, leader of the covert terrorist
organization R.E.D. Hunter’s only means of saving Celine? Steal Kovac’s most prized
possession—his wife.
Renowned belly dancer, “the Spanish Rose”, Tanya Kovac is nowhere near as innocent as
she seems...and Hunter is nowhere near as indifferent to Tanya’s charms as he wants and
needs to be to save his sister.
[82 words]

Network operative Hunter Savage is nearly at death's door when he turns renegade to save
his sister, kidnapped by the Black Pope, Rex Kovac, leader of the covert terrorist
organization R.E.D. Hunter's only means of saving Celine? Steal Kovac's most prized
possession—his wife. But Tanya isn't as innocent as she seems...and Hunter is nowhere
near as indifferent to her charms as he wants and needs to be to save his sister.
[72 words]

UNDERCOVER ANGEL
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Action-Adventure/Thriller/Romantic Suspense
Book # in series: 7
Back Cover Blurb:
Second in Network command, Captain Shannon McKee leads the organization with an
unfeeling, iron fist, just as her father did before her. Yet, when the opportunity comes to
take down the most notorious drug dealer in history, she goes after her heart’s desire—to
utterly destroy the man who killed her younger brother.
But Mareno Ortega isn’t at all what Shannon expects him to be. He’s intelligent, attractive,
charming, shy...and, unbelievably, a doting father to his two children. Shannon has more
reason to hate this criminal than anyone else, yet she finds herself confused by his
contradictions. Is he a man with no options, playing a game he desperately wants out of? Or
is he an enigma, trying to seduce her in a cat and mouse chase she can’t win?
The only man alive who can stop this undercover angel from her suicide mission is the
Navy SEAL she served with and nearly lost her heart to, Captain Ron Blair, currently
Network Master Strategist. But can Ron save her...from herself?
[170 words]

Second in Network command, Captain Shannon McKee leads the organization with an
unfeeling, iron fist, just as her father did before her. Yet, when the opportunity comes to
take down the most notorious drug dealer in history, she goes after her heart’s desire—to
utterly destroy the man who killed her younger brother. But Mareno Ortega isn’t what
Shannon expects. He’s intelligent, attractive, charming, shy...and, unbelievably, a doting
father to his two children. Shannon has more reason to hate this criminal than anyone else,
yet she finds herself confused by his contradictions. Is he a man with no options, playing a
game he desperately wants out of, or is he an enigma, trying to seduce her in a cat and
mouse chase she can’t win?
The only man alive who can stop this undercover angel from her suicide mission is the
Navy SEAL she served with and nearly lost her heart to, Captain Ron Blair, currently
Network Master Strategist. But can Ron save her...from herself?
[165 words]

Second in Network command Shannon McKee leads the organization with an iron fist, just
as her father did before her. Yet, when the opportunity comes to take down the most

notorious drug dealer in history, she goes after her heart’s desire—to utterly destroy the
man who killed her younger brother. Is Mareno Ortega a man with no options…or is he
trying to seduce her in a cat and mouse chase she can’t win?
[74 words]

HARD TO HANDLE
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Action-Adventure/Thriller/Romantic Suspense
Book # in series: 8
Back Cover Blurb:
Loyal operative Dez Luttino has graduated from the recruits of the Network, top of his
classes and single-mindedly driven to succeed in his duty to his country. What he hadn’t
counted on was mentoring his first operative—Nova Granger, once a head-strong, albeit
gorgeous, hunting machine that didn’t seem to want to follow any rules except her own. As
her team leader years ago, Dez had helped Nova tame her reckless nature and develop a
team player attitude. She’s become one of the organization's most valuable operatives.
Little does Nova know that sexy Dez has been instructed to prepare her for an undercover
mission that involves felling a ruthless criminal. While Dez has been instructed by his
superiors to get close to Nova and encourage her to trust him implicitly, he soon realizes
that he’s gone beyond duty and done the unthinkable by falling in love.
[146 words]

Network operative Dez Luttino hadn’t counted on mentoring someone like ruthless hunting
machine Nova Granger, who didn’t follow any rules except her own, but somehow he
helped tame her reckless nature. Little does Nova realize Dez has been instructed to get
close to her and encourage her to trust him implicitly in preparation for a dangerous
uncover mission. Dez soon realizes he’s gone beyond duty and done the unthinkable by
falling in love.
[73 words]

DANCE IN SHADOWS
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Action-Adventure/Thriller/Romantic Suspense

Book # in series: 9
Back Cover Blurb:
Long-time Head of Network Operations, Angelo Pluzetti, has faced danger in every form, to
the most extreme degree. He gives his loyalty without question to the primary mission of
the Network and to his family of operatives. He’s kept his own heart, emotions and
personal needs buried. After countless years, Angelo has never failed and never been
captured by an enemy...until he’s targeted by R.E.D. and kidnapped. The last thing he
expects is the deceptively-frail, Network doctor and the mother of his unborn child, Celine
Savage, to be the one to save his life and unbury his heart.
[98 words]
Long-time Head of Network Operations Angelo Pluzetti has faced danger in every form. He
gives his loyalty without question, but he’s kept his heart, emotions and personal needs
buried. Then he’s targeted by a terrorist organization and kidnapped. The last thing he
expects is the deceptively-frail, Network doctor and the mother of his unborn child, Celine
Savage, to be the one to save his life and unbury his heart.
[69 words]

HYPNOTIZED
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Action-Adventure/Thriller/Romantic Suspense
Book # in series: 10
Back Cover Blurb:
Dr. Sherry Mansfield is a talented hypnotist who possesses the ability to use the power of
suggestion in an eerie, supernatural way. When she sends the Network a message through
a suicide bomber that she wants to escape her abusive husband—the leader of a small
terrorist group—they offer her a deal: They’ll rescue her from her husband if she’ll use her
special skill for them in the pursuit of justice. The Network also fears that a rival terrorist
faction will target Dr. Mansfield, wanting to use her unusual gift for evil the same way her
husband’s group does. Network operatives—and former secret lovers—Noah Harlow and
Rhiannon Murray must rescue Dr. Mansfield to keep the world at large from falling into
jeopardy.
[125 words]
Sherry Mansfield is a talented hypnotist. When she sends the Network a message through a
suicide bomber that she wants to escape her abusive husband--the leader of a small

terrorist group—they offer her a deal: They'll rescue her if she'll use her skill for them.
Network operatives—and former secret lovers—Noah Harlow and Rhiannon Murray must
rescue Dr. Mansfield to keep the world at large from falling into jeopardy.
[72 words]

MIND GAMES
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Action-Adventure/Thriller/Romantic Suspense
Book # in series: 11
Back Cover Blurb:
After nearly 25 years, psychiatrist Jocelyn Dominica has determined the fate of every
operative in the Network. When she's diagnosed with a life-threatening illness, her
superiors decide it's time for her to choose a replacement and retire from service. After
overhearing them discuss the options for her retirement, the mention of the death of her
father more than two decades ago, and a traitor inside the Network or Oversight, Jocelyn
realizes she's no longer sure who to trust. Are her superiors trying to save her...or end any
possibility of threat she poses?
A fall that could have stolen her life as well as her memories puts her in the hands of a man
who tells her he's her husband and he loves her...but may be trying to kill her.
[129 words]
After nearly 25 years in Network service, psychiatrist Jocelyn Dominica has determined the
fate of every operative in the agency. When she's diagnosed with a life-threatening illness,
her superiors decide it's time for her to retire and she's no longer sure who to trust. A fall
that could have stolen her life puts her in the hands of a man who tells her he's her husband
and loves her...but may be trying to kill her.
[75 words]

DARK APPROACH
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Action-Adventure/Thriller/Romantic Suspense
Book # in series: 12
Back Cover Blurb:

Network operatives and lovers Lucy Carlton and Vic Leventhal have spent years living in
shadows, the property of the covert organization they gave their loyalty to in the lofty
pursuit of justice for all. Disillusioned, they’re now determined to live their lives on their
own terms. When the Network’s arch enemies, a terrorist organization called R.E.D.,
secretly approach the two about defecting—freedom for information that will disable the
Network—the couple must choose between love and loyalty. In the process, they
jeopardize the Network’s anonymity...and its very existence.
[89 words]
Network operatives and lovers Lucy Carlton and Vic Leventhal have spent years living in
shadows, the property of the covert organization they gave their loyalty to in the lofty
pursuit of justice for all. When the Network’s arch enemies secretly approach the two about
defecting, the couple must choose between love and loyalty. In the process, they jeopardize
the Network’s anonymity...and its very existence.
[64 words]

